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Abstract
Impacts of commercial aircraft operation upon the environment, which are caused primarily from emissions of carbon-dioxide, nitrogen-oxides and the formation of contrails, are matter of growing concern, as aviation is one of the fastest growing industrial sectors worldwide and the awareness of its effects is expending. To reduce the impact of air traffic emissions on global warming, different technological, operational as well as regulative approaches are conceivable. Two of the most promising mitigation strategies are tactical and strategic concepts of air traffic operations, which optimise flight trajectories with respect to climate and economy. Here we present a methodology to assess and to compare the cost-benefit potential of both of them, including aircraft and engine design, route planning, calculation of emissions, climate temperature response and operating costs, as well as ATM compatibility checks. As the introduction of new strategies may impact the air transport system as a whole and provoke benefits and drawbacks in different fields, the assessment is based on a holistic systems design approach, including systems analysis and concept design.

1. INTRODUCTION
Compared with other transport sectors, commercial aviation has experienced an over-proportional growth of transport volumes over the last decades. During the period between 2000 and 2012 the global air traffic, as measured by revenue passenger kilometres (RPK), grew by 61 % [1].

Air traffic operations impact the environment locally and globally in several ways. At airport vicinity, the main impacts are noise, air quality degradation and land use. On a global scale aviation affects climate through the emission of carbon dioxides (CO₂), nitrogen oxides (NOx), water vapour (H₂O) and aerosols. Nitrogen oxides influence the formation of tropospheric and lowermost stratospheric ozone (O₃) and the depletion of methane (CH₄), both being important greenhouse gases (GHG). The emission of water vapour and aerosols trigger the formation of contrails in cold and moist areas, which reduce both the incoming solar and outgoing thermal radiation.

All these non-CO₂ emissions are characterised by a lifetime, which is much shorter than that of CO₂, and are highly dependent on chemical and meteorological background conditions. Therefore their climate impact largely depends on emission location (altitude h, latitude φ, longitude λ) and time (time of the day and season). Contrails, for instance, will disappear within a few minutes if the ambient air is not super-saturated with respect to ice.

Air traffic is the main direct anthropogenic source of emissions above the planetary boundary and caused 3.5% of the global anthropogenic radiative forcing (RF) in the year 2005, excluding the impact of induced cirrus cloudiness [2]. With a predicted annual growth rate of 4.7 % [1], which largely outpaces the estimated annual fuel efficiency improvement rate of 1-2 % [3], the environmental effect of aviation will continue to grow. Shaping this growth in a climate friendly way is a major challenge of aviation research and the core of this work.

Different technological, operational as well as regulative approaches are conceivable to reduce the impact of air traffic emissions on global warming. There is a wide spectrum of possibilities, such as new operational concepts, climate optimal trajectories, alternative fuels, modification of aircraft design, new configurations, and mandatory regulations (see figure 1).

![Figure 1: Overview of different operational (left), technological (right) and regulative concepts (bottom) to mitigate the climate impact of aviation.](image-url)
Most of these mitigation strategies are minimizing the climate impact of one forcing agent, but the optimisation of one agent, e.g. contrail avoidance, may provoke a drawback of another, e.g. CO₂ emission due to an increase in fuel burn. Furthermore, there are many interdependencies between the main stakeholders of the air transport system (ATS). Hence, promising strategies that provide advantages in certain domains (e.g. climate impact) may influence the whole ATS and cause penalties in other domains (e.g. capacity of the air traffic management, ATM). On that score a multi-disciplinary and multi-perspective system design approach is necessary to assess the cost-benefit potentials of different mitigation strategies.

Such a systems design approach is developed within the DLR project WeCare (Utilizing Weather information for Climate efficient and eco-efficient future aviation). Among the objectives of the project is to compare cost-benefit potentials of a tactical and a strategic optimisation of air traffic operations.

The framework of the methodology is based on systems design, which is briefly introduced in Sect. 2. An overview of the climate impact of different forcing agents and individual mitigation strategies is given in Sect. 3. Sect. 4 introduces the basic ideas of tactical and strategic optimisation of air traffic operation with respect to climate and economics. The system design approach and the simulation process, as developed within the DLR project WeCare, is presented in Sect. 5.

2. SYSTEMS DESIGN (GENERAL APPROACH)

The ATS, as a complex system, includes the stakeholders manufacturers, aircraft operators, airports, and air navigation service providers (ANSPs) [4,5]. Despite their dependencies amongst themselves, there are also several interrelations between stakeholders and surrounding external factors, such as politics, economics, environment, and technology [6]. Hence, every change of sub-systems or external factors (e.g. introduction of new technologies/regulations) may impact the ATS as a whole and provoke advantages and disadvantages in the different fields that need to be balanced. Thus, the identification and quantification of main driving interrelationships between stakeholders and external factors is essential for the assessment of different mitigation strategies. This requires large inter-disciplinary expertise due to the complexity of the ATS.

To analyse and conceptualise the ATS in a holistic way Ghosh et al. (2014) introduced a theoretical framework of systems design with an integrated approach to participatory futurology, including systems analysis of the ATS and concept design [6]. That theoretical concept serves as framework for the methodology of this paper and is visualised in figure 2.

Systems analysis “focuses on a problem arising from the operations of a sociotechnical system, considers various responses to this problem, and supplies evidence about the costs, benefits, and other consequences of these responses” [7]. Carrying out systems analysis also means questioning the goals of the decision maker per se (“How should the future be?”). Systems analysis clearly distinguishes between problem-deduced cases (development of desirable “futures” by finding and quantifying of issues/problems; scenario pull) and technology-induced cases (technologically possible future; technology push). This distinction is most important at the beginning of any process [6]. The focus of this paper, as described in section 1, is essentially a problem-deduced case.

Contrary to systems analysis, which focusses more on the detection and quantification of future problems (percentage increase of the share of air transport on the total anthropogenic climate impact), concept design creates solutions under divergent drivers. In the present case, there are conflicting drivers on microscopic and macroscopic level. On a microscopic level, different cause-effect principles and perturbation lifetimes of individual forcing factors have to be considered. On a macroscopic level, there are contradictory objective functions, for instance, between fuel burn and climate impact minimisation, which may result in economic penalties.

Following up the concept design, the effectiveness of newly developed strategies and technology perspectives are in turn analytically evaluated. The iteration between systems analysis and concept design, which pursue different ways of thinking, is essential for the assessment and development of innovative and holistic solutions [6]. With regard to the present paper, there is a need to investigate the consequences of the introduction of climate optimal trajectories for each stakeholder. Some conceivable research questions are listed below:

Is there a need to modify the airspace structure (e.g. free flight)? Do climate optimal trajectories influence the air traffic management (e.g. ATM work load)? Is there any impact on aircraft operators (e.g. airline flight schedule, fleet size and economics)?

3. CLIMATE IMPACT OF AVIATION (PROBLEMS) AND MITIGATION STRATEGIES (CONCEPT POOL)

As mentioned before, aviation affects the global climate by contrail induced cloudiness (CIC) and changes of the atmospheric composition, which impact terrestrial radiation
balance and radiative forcing. Consequently, the resulting temperature change alters the earth-atmosphere system towards a new state of quasi-equilibrium. Figure 3 shows estimates for the cumulated radiative forcing caused by aviation since pre-industrial times until 2005.

**Carbon Dioxide (CO₂)**

CO₂ emissions, which are directly proportional to fuel burn for kerosene fuelled aircraft, affect the climate through absorption and re-emission of terrestrial infrared radiation. CO₂ has a low chemical reactivity which results in a long perturbation lifetime (between 30 and several thousand years) and a homogeneous dispersion in the atmosphere. Hence, the climate impact of aviation CO₂ is almost independent of the locus of emission [8].

To reduce fossil CO₂ emissions different approaches are conceivable, such as intermediate stop operations on long range routes [9,10], alternative fuels [11], enhancements of fuel efficiency, and optimal routing. Fuel efficiency of aircraft, for instance, can be improved by novel engines (e.g. open rotor), by modification of aircraft design (e.g. optimisation for lower flight altitudes and speeds), or new aircraft concepts, such as laminar wings or blended wing body, just to name a few [12]. Aircraft routing can be optimised by the use of weather forecasts (e.g. wind-optimised flight trajectories) [13,14] and by an enhancement of the airspace structure (e.g. Single European Sky) [15] and the air traffic management (e.g. free flight) [16].

**Water Vapour (H₂O)**

Even though H₂O, which is the most effective and important GHG in the atmosphere, contributes about two third to the natural greenhouse effect, the climate impact of subsonic H₂O emissions without consideration of contrail formation is comparatively small. Though the amount of emitted H₂O can be accurately estimated (directly proportional to fuel burn), the scientific understanding of its impact is still considered poor because of natural variability [17]. The relative impact of H₂O increases with altitude: the higher the altitude, the longer the lifetime and lower the background concentrations [8,18]. Due to a lack of major loss processes in the stratosphere, H₂O emissions of supersonic commercial aircraft with flight levels between 450 and 650 are more important. Alternative fuels, like hydrogen or methane fuels, have higher water vapour emission indexes ($E_{H_{2}O}$) than kerosene (0.029 kg/MJ). So, their use is neither a mitigation option for H₂O nor for contrail formation [19].

**Nitrogen Oxides (NOₓ)**

Nitrogen oxides have a high chemical reactivity and very low atmospheric concentrations. Hence, NOₓ emissions affect the climate through O₃ formation and CH₄ depletion; there is no direct terrestrial absorption at these wavelengths. While the reduction of CH₄, which is a long-lived greenhouse gas like CO₂ results in a global negative radiative forcing, the increase of the chemically reactive gas O₃ causes a warming. This O₃ warming is locally concentrated at northern hemisphere mid latitudes [20]. On average, the total climate impact of aviation NOₓ is expected to be dominated by O₃ and therefore leads to a global warming of the atmosphere; though the precise magnitude is uncertain [21,22].

The amount of aviation NOₓ results from the product of fuel consumption and the engine type-specific emission index $E_{NO_{x}}$, which depends on ambient conditions, engine and combustor design, flight speed and power setting [23]. While fuel burn is minimised at stoichiometric combustions resulting in high flame temperatures, high $E_{NO_{x}}$ values are caused by long residence times at high combustion temperatures. This trade-off triggered a more rapid increase of total aviation NOₓ emissions than of total fuel consumption over the last few decades [24]. During cruise NOₓ emissions are emitted by subsonic aircraft in the upper troposphere (UT) and lower stratosphere (LS). In these regions the lifetime of NOₓ is higher than on ground, the removal rates of both NOₓ and O₃ lower and the radiative forcing of O₃ is at a peak [25,26]. Therefore the climate impact of NOₓ emissions can be reduced by operational changes in cruise flight altitudes towards lower flight levels [27,28]. Technologically, the implementation of different systems, such as lean-burn combustion, inter-cooling, and cooled cooling air, is under consideration to reduce the amount of aviation NOₓ emissions [12]. A good example for a significant technological reduction of NOₓ emissions at low altitude and cruise is the twin annular premixing swirler (TAPS) combustor of the GEnx engine for 787.

**Contrail Induced Cloudiness (CIC)**

Condensation trails (contrails) are visible line-shaped cirrus clouds which are formed in the wake of aircraft by the mixing of hot and moist exhaust gases with sufficiently cold ambient air, as described by the Schmidt–Appleman criterion (SAC) [29]; see figure 4. If the ambient air, during flight, is super-saturated with respect to ice, contrails accumulate ambient water vapour, grow, spread, and evolve into natural looking

---

**FIG 3.** Radiative forcing components from global aviation, evaluated from preindustrial times until 2005. Bars represent updated best estimates or an estimate in the case of contrail-induced cloudiness (CIC) [2]
contrail-cirrus clouds; otherwise they dissolve quickly \[30,31\].
The accumulation of $H_2O$ within contrail-cirrus clouds changes the water budget of the surrounding atmosphere and may influence the optical properties of natural clouds \[32\]. Ice super-saturated regions (ISSR) are rather thin in height (in the order of 500 m), have an average horizontal dimension of less than 100 km, and occur mainly in the upper troposphere \[32,33,34\]. In addition to the dependency of local atmospheric conditions there are further factors of influence on the formation of contrails, such as aircraft design aspects (propulsion efficiency $\eta$) and fuel parameters (amount of water vapour emission; $EI_{H_2O}$) (see figure 5) \[35\]. Schumann (2000) showed for individual meteorological situations that aircraft with higher $\eta$ (higher SAC threshold temperature; compare fig. 4 and 5) cause contrails whereas other aircraft with lower fuel efficiency caused none \[36\].

Contrary to the physics of the contrail formation process, which is well understood, the present knowledge of the global climate impact of CIC is still poor and matter of current research. The RF of CIC depends on lifetime, optical thickness, level of coverage, geographic location, altitude, time of day and season (contrails form more likely at lower altitudes in winter than in summer), and the presence of lower clouds \[19\]. Even though contrails may cool the atmosphere during the day, especially over the ocean (cool and dark surface) and during morning and evening (high solar zenith angles), they have a total warming effect in the same order of magnitude as CO$_2$ indicated by RF \[37,38\]. Therefore, it is beneficial to the climate to investigate potential contrail mitigation strategies:

"An aircraft cannot fly without burning fuel, but it has the possibility to avoid the production of contrails by choosing its flight level and path" \[39\].

For the reduction of the environmental effect of CIC, the path length of flight through ISSR has to be minimised. Thus, one approach could be a general (strategic) shift of the cruise altitude to higher (LS is far drier than UT) or lower flight levels (ambient temperature has to be above SAC threshold temperature) in which the presence of ISSRs is increasingly unlikely \[40,41\]. With this approach a strategic vertical change of several thousand metres is required to achieve strong contrail mitigation on a global scale; even though small vertical deviations of 1000 ft (one flight level up or down) \[39\] or small lateral changes \[42,43\] are expected to be sufficient to avoid local ISSR. In lieu thereof, flight trajectories can also be climate-optimised through small tactical changes in vertical and lateral direction under consideration of actual weather information (e.g. precise position and extent of ISSRs) \[39\].

**Aerosol Particles**

In addition to gaseous emissions, aircraft jet engines emit solid aerosol particles (e.g. soot and metal particles) and precursors of volatile particles, such as sulphur species, chemi-ions and unburned hydrocarbons \[8\]. They affect the atmosphere via reflection and absorption of radiation, participation in atmospheric chemical reactions, transformation into cloud condensation nuclei, and modification of radiative properties of natural cirrus clouds (e.g. form, size, and amount of cloud particles) \[44,45\]. Therefore, the technological reduction of all kinds of particle (especially soot emissions) and particle precursor emissions will contribute to the mitigation of aviation induced cloud changes \[46\].

**FIG 4.** Principle of contrail formation and persistence according to \[45\] and \[47\]. Bold curves represent the water vapour saturation pressure over liquid (full) and ice water (dashed). The dash-dotted line marks the phase trajectory of the mixture of hot and moist exhaust gases and cold ambient air. Contrails form when the mixing line cuts the line of water saturation (point 1). The tangent to water saturation marks the warmest temperatures for which contrail formation is possible (threshold condition). The points 2–3 represent different contrail conditions as observed: 3: short-lived, 2: persistent. Contrails are persistent when ambient conditions are in-between threshold mixing line, ice, and liquid saturation.

**FIG 5.** Influence of propulsion efficiency $\eta$ and emission index of water ($EI_{H_2O}$) on the steepness G of the mixing line. Increasing $\eta$ (less heat emission) and increasing $EI_{H_2O}$ (more humidity) causes more contrails (increase of G), with contrail formation at lower altitudes and higher ambient temperatures. Point 1 marks ambient conditions; points 2–4 represent different engine exhaust conditions: 2: hot and moist, 3: less hot, 4: less moist.
4. CONCEPT DESIGN (SOLUTIONS)

The climate impact of non-CO₂ emissions is highly dependent on atmospheric background conditions and therefore sensitive to the locus and time of the emission (Sect. 3). Hence, the transfer of this knowledge in the route-planning and aircraft design process offer the potential to reduce the overall aviation net climate impact for a given transport volume.

As mitigation strategies of individual atmospheric forcing agents vary greatly from each other, e.g. fuel burn, may provoke a drawback of another, e.g. amount of emitted NO₅. Thus, a proper consideration of transport volume, and hence its minimisation through operational route changes (see figure 6), in dependency of expertise and scope of analysis the level of detail of climate cost functions differ significantly, e.g. in the number of dimensions, which range from 1D (single dependency of altitude h) [48] to 4D (dependency of longitude λ, latitude φ, altitude h, and time t) [47,49].

As illustrated in figure 6, optimal trajectories with respect to climate cause detours, which may result in monetary penalties. Hence, there is a need to trade-off these contradictory objective functions. This can be realised by introducing an overall cost function $J_{total}$ (overall penalty function), which is defined in equation 1 as sum of the products of monetary weighting factor $c_{Y}$ and monetary cost function $Y_{i}$, and climate weighting factor $c_{φ}$ and path integral of climate cost functions $Ψ_{i}$ · $ds(t)$ of all species.

$$J_{total} = c_{Y} \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{N} \int_{t_{0}}^{t_{N}} Ψ_{i}(\lambda, φ, h, t) \cdot ds(t)$$

The monetary cost function $Y_{i}$ (monetary penalty function) is depending on mission fuel $m_{fuel}$, time-dependent costs (e.g. for maintenance and crew), and path-dependent costs, such as overflight charges.

The largest amount of emission per flight is emitted during the cruise phase at altitudes which are particularly sensitive to climate. The longer the cruise phase, the greater the flexibility for lateral route changes. Thus, long-range flights offer the largest mitigation potential by trajectory optimisation.

As there are several restrictions, such as fixed airspace structures and air traffic management procedures, flight trajectories cannot be modified at will. For this purpose climate optimal trajectories differ mainly in the kind (lateral and/or vertical) and amount (few major or several minor changes) of re-routing. Hence, they can be clustered in strategic (climate-based) and tactical (weather-based) concepts of air traffic operations.

The following paragraphs provide an overview of the basic ideas of these concepts on the one hand, and climate based aircraft designs on the other. A summary of the results of
selected studies, which devoted their work to the analysis of climate optimal trajectories, is given in Tab. 1.

Strategic Optimisations of Air Traffic Operations

Since $\text{H}_2\text{O}$, $\text{CH}_4$ and $\text{O}_3$ and $\text{CIC}$ show a high altitude dependency, a strategic change of the cruise flight altitudes is a potential operational mitigation option. Sausen et al. (1998) analysed the contrail mitigation potential by shifting air traffic globally up and down by 1 km [40]. Fichter et al. (2005) demonstrated a high RF reduction potential of non-$\text{CO}_2$ emissions for a cruise altitude shift to lower flight levels and vice versa [43]. Flying higher (through LS) is not applicable globally, as tropical tropopause exceeds maximum flight levels of subsonic aircraft. Any reduction of cruise altitude results in an increase of drag and an increase of the fuel flow. Flying lower would therefore come along with reduced flight speeds, off-design operations of current aircraft and subsequently to an increase in cash operation costs (COC). Therefore, Koch et al. quantified the cost-benefit potential of flying lower and slower for a world fleet of current long-range aircraft, which allows the trade-off between climate impact reduction and economical penalties [50,51,52]. According to their results, it is possible to mitigate the fleet average temperature response (ATR, global mean surface temperature response integrated over 100 years) by 4.7 % without additional financial costs or by 41.8 % for a 10 % increase in COC (compare figure 7) [51,52].

Tactical Optimisations of Air Traffic Operations

In place of a strategic change of the cruise altitude, the climate impact of aviation can be reduced by avoiding climate sensitive regions for all components through several tactical, weather-dependent changes in cruise altitudes and lateral routing. As weather-dependent optimisations are assumed to require more frequent flight level changes, there will probably be a rise of COC due to an increase of ATM workload.

Most studies about weather optimised flight routing focus on the correlation between ISSRs (contrail) avoidance and fuel penalties [39,42,53,54,55,56]. Schumann et al. (2011), for instance, optimised the climate impact of contrails and $\text{CO}_2$ fuel consumption of flight trajectories by enhancing contrails during day time (cooling) and by avoiding contrails during night (warming) through flight level changes of typically 2000 ft (610 m) up or down [54]. Chen et al. (2014) optimised flight trajectories with respect to fuel consumption and environmental cost of climate impact reduction, expressed as monetary social cost of carbon, and demonstrated the influence of weather forecasts accuracy on the environmental net benefit [55].

The EU FP7 Project REACT4C (Reducing Emissions from Aviation by Changing Trajectories for the benefit of Climate) extended previous work by considering an increased number of forcing factors ($\text{CO}_2$, $\text{NO}_x$, $\text{H}_2\text{O}$, soot, $\text{CIC}$) [43,49,57,58]. On basis of 4-D climate cost functions they optimised the transatlantic air traffic with respect to climate and economy. As optimised flight trajectories depend on each other, their approach includes conflict avoidance to ensure an optimal traffic flow for the in all sectors, as illustrated in figure 8.

Climate based Aircraft Design

Vertical changes of the flight trajectories cause performance losses of current aircraft. As aircraft are designed to maximise their earning capacity for a particular market, these performance losses would lead to a competitive disadvantage. Therefore, both tactical and strategic concepts of air traffic operations may result in the need for an optimisation of aircraft.

Antoine et al. [59], Schwartz et al. [60,61], and Koch et al. [51,52] suggested an aircraft re-design for the new design point (cruise speed and cruise altitude) to counteract the resulting performance loss of current aircraft by flying lower and slower. The optimisation of these aircraft was based on few key design variables, such as wing area, wing aspect and taper ratio, and wing sweep.

According to Koch (2013) the superposition of both, climate optimised flight routing and aircraft re-design, enables a reduction of the climate impact by 53.5 % for 10 % COC increase relative to current air traffic; respectively a mitigation by 32.3 % without any increase in COC; fig. 9 [52].
Even though tactical concepts of air traffic operations are assumed to have more potential to mitigate the climate impact of aviation than strategic ones, it has not yet been proven [45]. For this reason the DLR project WeCare focuses on the comparison of these mitigation potentials.

4. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY (ASSESSMENT)

As described in the previous sections, a multi-disciplinary and multi-perspective systems design approach is necessary to assess the cost-benefit potentials of different mitigation strategies. Such an approach is developed within the DLR project WeCare (Utilizing Weather information for Climate efficient and eco-efficient future aviation), including aircraft and engine design, calculations of trajectories, emissions, climate response and operating costs, as well as ATM compatibility checks. Among the objectives of the project is to compare cost-benefit potentials of a tactical and a strategic optimisation of air traffic operations. WeCare’s simulation process, as shown in figure 10, is split into an inner and an outer circle that are executed consecutively and iteratively. In the first simulation loop (inner circle), the flight routing of current aircraft is optimised strategically (Concept A) and tactically (Concept B) with respect to climate and economics. In a second phase (outer circle) aircraft are redesigned to new design points for reduced climate impact.

In the following, the individual steps of this simulation process are outlined:

Reference traffic scenario

The reference traffic scenario of the study is defined as the actual air traffic of a single day between North America and Europe. The North Atlantic airspace is the busiest oceanic airspace in the world and highly sensible to climate, especially to NOx emissions and CIC. The busiest day in 2012 of the North Atlantic airspace defines route network, aircraft types, flight frequency and flight departure times, as well as economic assumptions, such as crude oil price and costs for labour and fees.

Aircraft and Engine Design

The aircraft design and engine performance calculation is performed twice, initially at the beginning of the simulation process and secondly after the derivation of new design points.

In the first instance, aircraft models of selected aircraft types are generated. Therefore, geometry, structure, aerodynamics, and engine performance are modelled and calibrated according to the real aircraft. The resulting engine performance map, for instance, consists of thrust and fuel flow characteristics as well as emission indices (i.e. NOx, CO, soot) as function of flight level and Mach number.

In the second instance current aircraft are optimised with respect to climate to newly derived design conditions of tactical and strategic concepts of air traffic operations. The re-design of aircraft includes optimisations of key design
Parameters, such as aspect ratio, taper ratio, and leading edge sweep angle of the wing and tail plane. Design constraints, payload range capabilities, and technology level are kept constant to provide a fair comparison between current and re-designed aircraft. Also, the engine performance model remains unchanged to ensure equal emission characteristics for the second assessment loop.

For the derivation of new designs points the frequency distribution of cruise flight conditions (cruise flight level and cruise speed) with high cost-benefit potential (reduction of climate impact vs. increase of monetary costs) is calculated for both concepts.

Climate impact of reference traffic scenario

Before estimating the climate impact mitigation potential of tactical and strategic optimisation of air traffic operations, the reference climate impact of current air traffic has to be determined.

Therefore, route-planning and mission simulation tools are used to calculate optimal flight trajectories with respect to economics for all routes of the reference traffic scenario. Costs per flight are expressed by the metric cash operating costs, including cost for fuel, crew, maintenance, and fees (landing and navigation).

Climate cost functions for carbon dioxide, water vapour, nitrogen oxides, and contrails enable the quantification of the resulting climate impact (expressed in changes in global average temperature response; ATR) of each aircraft and route. These functions are calculated in a comprehensive global climate-chemistry model and allocate a corresponding climate response to an aircraft emission at a special location and time. The global mean surface temperature response integrated over 300 years, as the climate metric of choice, is derived from the quantified radiative forcing.

Optimisation of flight trajectories with respect to climate and economics

Flying lower and slower is the core idea of the strategic concept (Concept A), see figure 11. In consideration of climatological mean data, the climate impact of H₂O, CH₄, O₃ and CIC is mitigated by a general change of cruise altitude and speed. For each route of the reference scenario the average temperature response and cash operating costs are calculated for varying cruise Mach numbers (Mₐ,c) and initial cruise altitudes (ICA_{c,0}) with the simulation chain described above to attain a Pareto front of the best combinations of ATR and COC changes (exhaustive search optimisation). To ensure that aircraft is capable to perform these flights, there is a check of the aircraft specific flight envelope limitations (buffeting and speed, altitude and stall limits).

The tactical concept (Concept B) tries to minimise both, the climate impact and cash operating costs of flight trajectories in consideration of typical weather situations by several minor trajectory changes in lateral and vertical direction. Contrary to concept A, in which the same strategic change of flight altitude and speed is performed every day, the resulting tactical optimised flight trajectories differ every day in dependency of actual weather situation. Monetary (C_{P}) and climate (C_{r}) weighting factors are changed incrementally to attain a Pareto front between climate reduction potential of tactical routing and increased COC, which is similar to concept A.

As the implementation of strategic and tactical route optimisation requires climatological mean data on the one hand, and actual weather situations on the other, separate climate cost functions for CO₂, H₂O, NOₓ and CIC are calculated in a comprehensive global climate-chemistry model for both concepts. To represent seasonal weather changes, the climate cost functions of concept B are calculated for several typical weather patterns; each of them represents a characteristic day of the year 2012. Since there are weather fluctuations during day, these climate cost functions have a time dependency contrary to those of concept A. Therefore, variations in the dimensions of the climate cost functions may occur, as it does, for example, for contrails: \( \Psi_{A,Contrails}(\lambda, \varphi, h) \) vs. \( \Psi_{B,Contrails}(\lambda, \varphi, h, t) \). This means, that an aircraft emission at a special location and time may cause a slightly different climate response for both concepts. To ensure comparability of the resulting mitigation potentials these deviations are quantified by climate specialists.

Multi-perspective climate-efficiency assessment

The assessment of strategic and tactical concepts of air traffic operations is based on the trade-off (Pareto frontiers) between climate impact reduction potential and increased operating costs: How big is the climate impact reduction potential of concept A and concept B for an increase of x % of cash operating costs?

On the one hand, the climate impact mitigation potential of tactical routing is assumed to exceed the mitigation potential of the strategic concept for a given aircraft, since climate sensitive regions for all components can be circuited more efficiently [45]. On the other hand, the climate potential of aircraft optimisation with respect to climate is higher for strategic concepts, as there a larger deviations between current and optimised design points of aircraft due to major changes in cruise altitude. For precisely that reason, the overall cost-benefit-potential of the superposition of route optimisation with respect to climate and economics, and
aircraft re-design has to be assessed for both concepts (second loop of the simulation process).

For tactical routing its net benefit is highly dependent on the accuracy of actual weather data. As it is unrealistic to have perfect forecast data (meteorological and air-chemistry information), it is conceivable that weather optimised flights pass climate sensitive regions or avoid insensitive ones at times. Therefore, the real net benefit of tactical routing based on forecast data is likely to be smaller than the estimated one.

Furthermore, the implementation of tactical routing depends on the flexibility of future ATM. Avoiding climate sensitive and preferring climate friendly regions causes more frequent vertical and lateral route changes, which may result in an increase of air traffic controller workload and may provoke new high density regions. To take these effects into consideration, the individual optimised flight trajectories are integrated into an overall air traffic simulation for conflict prevention. Accessory, analyses are conducted to quantify additional work and expense of ATM.

The implementation of strategic concepts (general change of cruise altitude and speed) can be handled easier from ATM’s point of view; but flying lower, within the weather-creating layer of the atmosphere, increases the probability of inflight turbulences. Additionally, a reduction of the flight speed may be at odds with curfew regulation at destination airport and minimum buffer times and hence, may influence the flight schedule of airlines and fleet utilisation.

Further studies of WeCare focus on modelling the future evolution of global air transport until the year 2050, which is expressed by the development of four interacting key drivers (socio economics, demand between origins and destinations, route-network, and amount and aircraft type used). The scenarios that are created are used to quantify the cumulative global net impact of operational (e.g. flying slower, intermediate stop operations) and technological measures (e.g. launching a new aircraft) over time.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

DLR is developing within the project WeCare a methodology to assess the cost-benefit potential of climate optimal trajectories, including aircraft and engine design, calculations of trajectories, emissions, climate temperature response and operating costs, as well as ATM compatibility checks. The objective of the study is to improve a general understanding of cause-effect relationships between ATS and climate, and to identify and quantify the net benefit of different mitigation strategies.

As global air traffic is assumed to grow with an annual rate of 4.7 % [1], it is unlikely that the implementation of a single mitigation strategy is enough to take aviation in a more environmentally-friendly direction in the future. Climate-neutral growth can only be achieved by the combination of promising technological, operational and regulative mitigation strategies which are compatible to each other.

Upcoming work will implement and refine the methodology introduced here.
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